
The Marquess 

Old people in all sections of society deplore the decline of Reverence within Church; because 

whenever it goes there vanishes also the feeling of respect for secular authority outside. Old people 

know how, in the fight against anarchy - and we do well to take subversion seriously we should 

preserve the principle of heredity in the House of Peers. 

 On coming to Parliament, the first task of a hereditary peer is to make himself known to the House, 

now become the most mixed club in London. To the rich foreigners and other cosy intelligentsia on 

the Labour side it would be a joke merely if I had risen to my feet and said: ‘My Lords, I am a period 

animal from the Vatican.’ 

Among the peers on my own side, the first I got to know well was the Marquess, to whom I 

introduced myself by knocking over his drink in the bar. (Like most officers in a good regiment, he 

liked whisky). 

After I had said who I was, the Marquess made tender inquiry after my grandfather, whom I had to 

mention was killed at the outbreak of the First World War. He asked after my other relations. I learnt 

how one of my great aunts had been involved in the occult sciences, and another was a 

kleptomaniac. Though a trifle odd , the Marquess was an illuminating character. I will give you a 

sketch of how he appeared to the world at large and in the Upper House. 

Not everybody recognized his complete assurance, the peculiar quality  of a generation which for the 

most part had died with the old certainties in the First World War. It was easy enough to think he 

was no one at all. The seedy complexion of the Marquess was matched by a shabby style of dress. 

He used to come to the House in all old pair of shoes he had bought off a Pakistani and a brown 

mackintosh. 

There were some people however who saw through this air of natural simplicity. They said:"We can 

play that game too. The Marquess is sharp as a knife making feather beds for his friends." 

The three subjects which used to draw the fullest attendance of hereditary peers are deer stalking, 

capital punishment and the Book of Common Prayer. The Marquess liked best to speak on capital 

punishment. Coming into the Chamber on a couple of sticks, he would express strong views on 

capital punishment. This aroused all the synthetic indignation of the Hungarian intelligentsia, to 

whom only liberal views carry intellectual cachet. The Marquess would also speak on forestry, about 

which he knew more than the whole of the Labour front Bench. 

The Marquess’s speeches on the subject were very long, and in his contempt for soap box oratory he 

kept them dull. More even than the usual proceedings of the House, these performances had the air 

of a memorial service. After he had finished a solitary discerning supporter, beleaguered on the 

empty backbenches, would demonstrate applause by raising his hand above his knee and putting it 

down again. 

*********** 

Although I had been invited to come and stay sometime, l knew how much British reticence would 

be needed if I were actually to get  there. I wrote off suggesting I should come in two months' time. 



The Marquess replied how much he hoped I could spare him a couple of nights, and gave me some 

dates. If I had accepted any of these dates without reservation, nothing would have been said about 

the time of my arrival, and the Marquess would be offended over my ringing up to inquire the night 

before. So I remarked, I could think of nothing for the moment which might prevent me from 

accepting one of the dates he had suggested. A detailed list of trains reached me by return of post. 

Upon the day of my arrival the air, so clear it might have been rinsed, was filled with the delicate 

light of a watercolour. On the horns of cattle drops of water shone like pearls and a myriad  swords a 

appeared to gleam in tufts of grass wet with dew. The cold blue water of the long rectangular lake or 

etang lay dead calm, and the great house, in French classical style had the look of bleached bone. 

After I had stopped, no sound disturbed the still air, not even the whirr of a duck’s wing. 

**************  

I was ushered into the drawing room, and left alone there until  the Marchioness came in to shake 

hands with me. A partly Spanish lady, dressed in black, the Marchioness wore an Ascot hat which 

sported a magnificent feather. At least sixty years before she and the Marquess had married, not in 

any romantic sense of the present day - as the marriage was consummated, she had shut her eyes - 

but because he was enamoured of his illegitimate descent from her own forbear, a Spanish cardinal 

of the 16th century. But before proposing to her he had reflected too, on the spirit of Spain, the 

dust, the crimson and gold and the singing in cathedrals which did not go ill with grandeur. The 

Marquess felt, next to the Venetian the Spanish was the best of all European aristocracies to marry 

into. 

The Marchioness asked me, first, to mix a cocktail, rather to my surprise since in my grandfather's 

youth nothing more sophisticated had been drunk at our home than sherry. Cocktails belonged 

properly not to our own era of silver trays and discreetly kept mistresses, but to the later period 

around 1930 of drink cabinets and the acknowledged presence of chorus girls who shave their legs. 

While I mixed the cocktail, not well, she tested me, with the designed effect of making me feel 

uncomfortable. In keeping with an old and well established convention, she asked me where I lived 

rather than what I did - and from my answer she saw my family was a matter of the print in Burke’s 

Peerage ‘You have no background’, she said implying by this a man’s upbringing decided whether he 

was any good, and went on "A peer without a place lacks something" but then neatly slid away from 

the topic of my home which I saw now was to her a matter of how, rather than where I had to live by 

saying "Anyway, to live is always easy, it is merely a question of digging holes for yourself."  

The other guests, a brigadier and his wife, arrived for lunch, and the conversation then, on local 

affairs and double oxers, was one in which I could take little part. After my small cup of coffee and 

Turkish  cigarette (the straight cut is for cads) I went to see my host the Marquess at the other end 

of the building. During the journey I passed through the great rooms in which for so long the 

housekeeper had suffered no breathing presence and all sounds possessed their echo. Past heavy 

shutters, a trifle ajar, weak bars of sunshine lit upon the faded stuffs. Beneath the lid of an unnailed 

but forgotten packing case lay a charter recording the boundary between this country and Scotland, 

a document which on the death of Queen Victoria, Indian rajahs had touched with their jewelled and 

loving fingers. Other cases were stuffed with old letters, on which the ink had been dried by a 

sprinkling of gold dust, locks of once loved hair, and Regency suits coated in diamonds. Rooms such 



as these conveyed to any visitor how great houses are not meant to be inhabited; they must be 

empty places for playing music in. But I will not weary the reader by going on in this vein. Huysmans 

wrote of such things more evocatively, and any well informed reader should have worked such prose 

out of his system during adolescence. 

The bedroom of the Marquess was not large, and rather dark. I do not recall much in it, except 

twenty-five pairs of boots. The Marquess had kept to his bed for some days, without any notion, or 

curiosity even about who was in his own house. He was apt to go through such phases in order to 

recoup his energy. On my coming into the room he was writing a letter and asked me to wait until he 

had finished it. I wondered why he should feel overwhelmed by fatigue, and put myself in his shoes 

to see how, according to his own book, even though he had everything, so much of what he knew 

was lost, resting like articles soft in memory.  Nearly all of the pieces on his chessboard, arranged in 

1880, had been moved. 

I thought of him but I did not look at him and said sadly to myself: "This was England, until war and 

social revolution had made our country into the shadow of itself. In an isolated and even bitter way 

he has kept on his own private measure of archaic greatness. All the thrones and courts of Europe 

had been known to him, before we and the Kaiser decided on war. His friend the Nizam of 

Hyderabad had told him stories about suttee. Now India had gone. Those vulgar people the 

Americans had striped this shirt off our backs, he could not pass the American Embassy without 

stopping to spit on the pavement. Harold Macmillan, who had dissolved the rest of our Empire, was 

a more bookbinder. 

When he had come to the end of his letter and started to read it through, the Marquess looked up 

and asked:"How do you spell analyse?". I forgot the pricking I had felt in my eye, and smiled on being 

made to spell out a word we both of us know England could do without. 

"Look under the bed," he said. I shifted the books of old, putrid leather(some of it came away in my 

hands) which recorded the number of pheasants shot on the estate when the Prince of Wales had 

come to stay, and there found, in place of any chamber pot, a bottle of the finest brandy. It set the 

seal on our friendship. 

The Marquess described the meeting he had had recently at his club in London with Ted Heath. He 

had set out to give the Grocer certain details of his early life – how when he was a small boy, Asquith 

had come over to his private school to give a lecture. When Asquith had gone the Headmaster asked 

all the boys what they thought about him. In a shrill, unbroken voice the Marquess gave the opinion, 

Asquith looked like a seedy commercial traveller. "Come and see me afterwards," the headmaster 

said. The little boy, the Marquess, went along to the headmaster's study; much afraid that he would 

be beaten. But the headmaster wished only to say kindly:”I quite agree with you. But we must keep 

these things between ourselves." 

While a young man, the Marquess had left other people's wives alone and gone to Paris, so as to 

gain the experience with which he might bore his friends. To his generation, a mistress in France did 

not signify the world of a Proustian and yet modern Albertine, of a rose mouthed, brown being who 

liked the sun and salt water of the plage. His had been the more orhidaceous world of Odette de 

Crecy and Colette; of heavy cigar scented rooms filled with chrysanthemums, to which men came in 

their lavender gloves. Grocer, who is a cool customer, had taken the story of Asquith with a glacial 



politeness. Yet as the Marquess continued to etch that forgotten world derogatively called the poule 

de luxe, he became openly shocked. 

It is the custom to think of the peers, who have not made their own way, as effete. But compared to 

the peers, other men who have had to pull themselves up by their own boot-straps are really too 

prim. "As leader of the Conservative Party," the Marquess said, "Heath ought to have been more 

virile, better able to take a dose of his own sauce." 



Girl 

It's easy enough to get on with a man; the easy pleasure which men can take in each other's society 

is the envy of women. But you will not get on with a young woman unless she is out to draw you—

and you will not always know that she is. For a peer, moreover, the task is still more difficult, since 

he has to be sure his seal of affection does not transcend social barriers. Others want to move up; he 

does not want to move down. 

At a cocktail party down in Chelsea I had not been introduced to Penelope. There she stood before 

me, and I could not anticipate with any certainty she would adjust to my own level of conversation, 

when I mentioned the view taken about sex under the ancien regime, I recited the story of the 

beautiful French lady who, on discovering the pleasures of sex, was reminded of her footmen, and 

said:"Oh no, it is much too good for them”. Thereafter, she always  made a point of undressing in 

front of her footmen. 

 

"How cruel!" said Penelope, indicating thereby the rope she would like between her own legs. 

Even though others had enjoyed my story before, I was put out now that she didn't. I knew how 

afterwards I would pause in the street to regret what I had just done. 

In the restaurant over dinner her tug of war continued. The going got more and more sticky; I was 

driven to the point of wishing I wasn't there, but glanced up, and saw she was smiling at her own 

reflection in the glass. She saw in the glass I had seen her, and knew from then I knew I had attracted 

her. Her tug of war was over. Everything went swimmingly between us. 

********** 

Somewhat later, at her bijou home in Chelsea, of an expensive cheapness, Penelope sat on the 

dining room chair, more than usually alive to its hardness. The resistance of such hard matter to her 

own body exasperated her, when she compared it to the sensation of putting one of her own limbs 

against another. Yet when she got up, and banged herself against a sharp corner of the dining room 

table, Penelope did not notice any pain. 

Very bored with herself, she blamed her surroundings, had a cup of coffee at the snack bar round 

the corner, and took the Circle Line without thinking of her destination. But within a few stops of her 

own home Penelope woke up all of a sudden to the direction of her own journey. She shivered 

slightly. It would be incorrect to say she formed any active resolution to come and see me then. She  

felt impelled as the passive agent of her own desires, and so guided against her own free will did not 

feel altogether happy. 

Filled with marble statuary and overgrown flora, my bachelor rooms are not unlike a greenhouse, 

although a dark and shabby one, overpowered by the scent of cigars. "How warm it is in here!" 

Penelope declared, on coming into them. My attention was fixed with pleasure on all the ways she 

moved, and I asked her to read a Biblical poem I had just finished. Her voice went through many 

tricks of sweetness: when she tried to overcome the names I had picked at random from the Old 

Testament: Jehosaphat, Melchizideck, Naham the Elkolite and Abisha the Shunnamite. While she 

struggled on coyly, I contemplated her through the smoke of a long thin cigar - such as my ancestor 



had enjoyed on going up the Mississippi on a paddle steamer in 1840 - and pondered over why she 

should attract me. She, for her part, gave not the least attention to my so staring at her, being of the 

view women are there to be looked at. 

Nobody, I thought, would assume the unkempt Penelope was wholly English: many would suspect 

the Semitic look passed on through a Spanish grandmother from the remote period of the Moorish 

Conquest. Her several rings, of a cheap and shining metal, were worn over dark, thick fingers, and 

she looked so over-ripe I contemplated throwing a bar of soap at her. There was not down on her 

body, I felt, but hair; and she could put on weight so easily she made a point always of avoiding 

sweet things. Any man who glanced at her in the street might have thought she was just worth 

having - yet now the attraction by which she held me was stronger than any I had experienced for 

more admired and beautiful women who are so soignée. Beauty in a woman can introduce a streak 

of metal in her, carrying its own note of frigidity, whereas now Penelope radiated crude and animal 

warmth. 

If Penelope were naked, I thought, she would lie face down, so I could rest my stomach on her 

bottom. She would lie on top of me, so I might enjoy the weight of her breasts. She would sit on my 

thighs, so I might watch the stiffening of her breasts. 

Whatever I did, she would enjoy it. She yawned ostentatiously. 

But I was seized by a reservation. 

Penelope was a lady. Lord Curzon had said that when in bed a lady does not move. 

When she saw I hadn't taken her obvious timing, Penelope threw a dark look, and hinted I didn't 

understand women. 

I saw her out into the street, where it was spitting with rain. The appearance of women is strangely 

volatile. Penelope who so attracted me appeared now to be actually ugly, and returned, next 

morning, to her course in high speed writing. 

*********** 

We kept out of touch for some while. Then a few months later, out of the corner of my eye, I saw 

her at another cocktail party dressed in black which because her skin and hair were so dark did not 

entirely suit her. Penelope had avoided blue, which would have killed her out right - but green and 

red were the colours she should really have aimed for. Even so, because she had discarded her frock 

for trousers, I experienced more fully than before the quality of her movement, which had a spring 

in it like a panther. 

She had brought in tow a middle aged writer from the British community in Tangier, who had 

indulged always in a rich impressionistic prose - like a painter who uses too much carmine - and 

failed because he had not evolved from his weakness for surface towards basing his fiction on the 

bare bones of good plots. In tomato shirt and sunglasses, and with thinning hair, his appearance 

belied he had done no more than buy a loaf of bread in the morning, and spent one night too many 

on the tiles. Yet fires were lurking; with nothing to lose, he could flare up into violence. As his escort, 

Penelope exhibited him like a bear in a Russian drawing room. Patting him on the hand, she said 



gaily:"See you soon!" and lost him, going on to speak with other friends. She did not deserve any 

medal for good conduct. 

Among the other guests were some Americans who like myself knew almost no one in the room, yet 

wore badges on their lapels saying:"Hullo”. I wondered what we could say to one another. In the old 

days an elaborate conversation could always take  place, because you knew just who the other party 

was. The essence of living was understood then to consist, not in any measure of affluence, but who 

you met and how. For lack of any other basis on which to begin, one American asked:"Where do you 

live?" I wove around his opening a story of my uncle who, on being asked this question, said:"In the 

social columns of The Times." Another American put in :"What do you do?" I refused once more to 

abuse the art of conversation by giving a straightforward answer, and replied instead:"I am myself." 

"How incredibly decadent," Penelope interrupted over my shoulder. I did not notice she had come 

up behind me. You can never take up with a woman just where you left off. The relationship is ever 

one of movement, under which, though at times you may think you pursue her, it is she who keeps 

one pace ahead. When she had come round to me I had not taken her  lead, so now she altered her 

tack. The laughing in her eyes was at me; her tone was of irony and detachment. She sent me back 

to the point of zero to which I had sunk after telling her the story of the French lady who had 

undressed in front of her footmen. 

But once she saw her arrow had stuck - and now rested - in me Penelope said peers matter for what 

they are, not for what they represent. But this conventional view which she gave did not interest 

her. She put it forward knowing it was contrary to my own, yet hoping, I 

surmised, she might fasten golden hooks on to me by drawing me into an argument. 

I was wrong. When she had come round to my rooms, I could have kissed her, or I could have struck 

her, and I should have reached through to her just the same. But because I had not acted then in 

either way, I was not to be allowed any second time. 

During the next phase of our conversation she ran down the writer from Tangier, and a look of 

weariness came over her. If I had accused her of being in love with him, she would have slain me. 

The thread by which I thought I held her had gone.  

*********** 

One year later I saw her with the writer. Her smile was the one perfect happiness which only women 

posses. Towards myself she was quite indifferent. Because she did not even put herself out to make 

any appraisal of me, the exercise I went through of talking to her had no more effect than pouring 

water on to a frock. 

For a long time to come my existence would not occur to her. Or if it did, she world think how in all I 

had assumed about her feelings towards me I had been so vain. Not until her old age would the 

thought of me enhance any glow of recollection. Then like the rest of her early life, my appearance 

would return to her with photographic vividness. 

Got Rich Quick  



Our ancestors were like the Venetians, great gamblers - we lost Liverpool Street Station in a game of 

cards - and they used to worship the horse. At our home in Ireland a large cenotaph has been 

erected to the memory of a favourite stallion. But now the fire has gone out of us. My mother is 

given to reminiscing on how gay Budapest was between the wars. My father hangs still on the 

memory of his gilded youth in the regiment. An event is something to consider in the life of my 

parents. It happens as infrequently as to the heroine of a novel by Jane Austen. 

Unlike my parents, unkissed still by any loving angel of death, I possess a measure of intellect, yet 

suffer from all their want of energy. Back in the 1920s I should have been a typical young man. I 

don't understand that long word ‘initiative’ and have no aspiration to become useful. As I sit around 

wishing vaguely for something - I don't quite know what - to happen, the novels of Henry James set 

in Italy give rein to all my escapism, and I think how nice it would be to have joined the English 

community outside Florence during the last century... Such being my state of mind, I am not entirely 

happy. Happy people I know are the nouveaux riches. There are fine points in the emotional scale - 

nostalgia and the feeling of disillusion on waking up in the morning - of which they realize nothing; 

and even if they did, would scarcely lie back and weigh such feelings like a connoisseur. But they are 

full of spunk. 

Surrey bred, gin and tonic Annabel could I felt provide me with just the measure of exuberance I 

need. In a moment of introspection I once said to her, that somewhere at the back of my own life 

she would hear always the sound of a slow trickle which should make her shiver. 

"It's time you snapped out of it," she said, "right now." 

"See then," I challenged her, "if you can tie a label round my neck with a price on it, and show me in 

your shop window like your other friends. I am coming on Tuesday." 

*********** 

At Annabel's flat in Knightsbridge on Tuesday the heat which rose from under the white carpet was 

such that myself and the other guests would soon be looking like sick mushrooms. Annabel 

introduced us, wearing the pale fur coat she had not taken off since jetting in from Paris. Sticking out 

of both pockets of her fur coat were the quarter bottles of gin which she had declared as Jordan 

water at the Customs. Though aged 23, she had kept the figure of an adolescent. Beneath faded-

tightly  fitting blue jeans her thighs were choicely shaped. But in despite of her thighs and elegant 

poise, there was so much artifice in her appearance that it deadened my desire for her. Like Louis 

XV, I like Nature to be unadorned; and as Mme. du Barry put on too much rouge when she did not 

wish the king to molest her, so Annabel wore so much dry powder it aged her. The artificial silver 

with which she streaked her platinum hair also made her look a little past it. Whoever glanced 

merely at Annabel would recall as the most significant point in her appearance, the aluminium 

lighter with which she ignited a perpetual cigarette. A streak of cheap metal seemed to run right 

through her.   

During dinner two of the other guests, a Flash Harry from the Ionian Bank and the grandson of an 

Italian ice cream vendor, clubbed together and pitched into Annabel with the question: amongst 

whom of all the men who, as the Australians would say, had put the hard word to her, she might 

accept for her husband. They hoped the answer she might give would be a real raspberry. 



In the conversation which ensued, Annabel did not anticipate becoming anything on her own 

account; all the glory to which she looked forward she would borrow from her husband. The 

question arose of whether I would do. But as heir to a lovely old home in Ireland I was turned down 

flat. "It's not enough," she said," that a man is there, he must get there." 

I said:"If you are there, that does not stop you from getting there also. As head of an old family 

Giuseppe di Lampedusa was a celebrated man of letters." 

“Lampedusa was no good " she said. "In his own lifetime nothing was visible. He did not start to 

write "The Leopard" until he knew he was going to die." 

"Supposing," I put in, "you were his wife, and in his will Lampedusa had stated that his manuscript 

should be buried in the earth with him, should you have seen that his will was respected?" 

"The dead" she said, "are just dead"; and went on, her voice hardening:”Anyway, Lampedusa’s wife 

got no money for her husband's writing. No artist is any good if he makes no money. van Gogh was 

no good: But Landseer was. Everybody liked to buy his landscapes." 

I interrupted:" You can't think of everything going back to money". The Flash Harry from the Ionian 

bank and the grandson of the Italian ice cream vendor combined to attest that it did. Everything 

else was a huge joke. The Flash Harry told me:"You take life too seriously", and turning to Annabel 

said: “It's an ex member of the Mafia for you, who runs a night club. He lays down a law, that 

everyone must come to his place in a green tie - and as they pay him money laughs behind his sleeve 

that he should have thought up anything so ridiculous.” 

After dinner other guests came in. I recall two young men engaged in earnest conversation about le 

franglais, which  used to madden that great patriot General de Gaulle; a playboy in dark glasses 

photographed in the paper on a motor bicycle with ivory handle bars; a refugee from Poland who 

owned great slum properties, from which he evicted negroes by putting powder on their chairs. On 

his arm rested a giggling negress so excited that he had seduced her because that vindicated her 

sense of superiority over all the others of her own skin. Annabel’s acquaintance with such people 

was, I felt, strictly temporary. In a flash it came to me they would all be gone, together with the 

furniture, the gilt tables with marble tops to them, the mirrors, describing concavities and 

convexities of every form, the two brass eagles from Peter Jones, and after the white carpet had 

been pulled up, I should be able to roll a marble over the polished parquet floors. But all the old 

things would remain just as they were before Annabel and her friends ever came: the lichen on our 

cathedrals, the old lace from Bruges; and especially Venice, the retreat of retired confessors 

subdued by gentle melancholia, the shell of a past I weep for. When I pressed on her once a reading 

of 'Death in Venice’ Annabel said she could not take it. 



 

My Great Aunt Ada 

Within that forgotten entity, Society, which could cut a Rothschild, and refused admission to all the 

hard numbers, never one of us, until they paid up, my Great Aunt Ada's past was colourful without 

being promiscuous.  At the start of their womanhood, most ladies of her generation did not find in 

sex any royal source of pleasure. 

All the details of life were worked out with an immaculate precision we have yet to rediscover, and 

together with your manner and entire cast of thought, marriage was driven down to the point of 

upholding your position in society. Aunt Ada accepted the man she knew to be tipped for the  

Cabinet. For their honeymoon they went to India and my uncle was mauled by a lion. When she 

nursed him from his sickness, this was looked on as the crowning evidence of her affection (for, as 

she enjoyed assuring everyone later, when you are maimed by a lion the stench is terrible)! But as 

my uncle's chances of getting into the Cabinet became less, my aunt's affection for him diminished. 

Once everybody saw for good he would not make the Cabinet, she left him forever. Indeed, she 

would not see him in church for their daughter's wedding. 

*********** 

That was forty years ago. Recently, on a fine afternoon in the early spring, I had tea with my aunt in 

Hans Crescent. Because the blinds had been pulled down to protect the furniture, the room I 

entered, filled with rose taffeta, was very dark; though in other ways my aunt was careless of her 

antiques thinking they were there to be used. A large vase of flowers leaked on to her marquetry. 

The strength and hardness which I knew to be in my aunt were not apparent from the decrepitude 

of her appearance: she wore a green eyeshade, and had the dusty look of the very old, set off by the 

brilliance of her scarf and lipstick. When she spoke, it was with the precise articulation favoured in 

her Edwardian youth. Her diction was so clear as to create in her listener a measure of resistance to 

what she said. 

Her granddaughter (my second cousin) was reading sociology at Oxford. I said an article in the paper 

had described my cousin walking down the streets of Oxford with bare feet, in a linen vest which had 

been lent to her by a black man. I should not have mentioned it. I saw what a mistake I had made, in 

stepping between my aunt and her granddaughter when the old girl answered with an air of dry 

remoteness: “They are funny” - and turned the conversation adroitly on to myself. 

Anyone who did not know her might assume that, like previous holders of my peerage, she was out 

of contact with her own money.  Once, in her youth, my uncle had pointed out to her she could not 

spend any more money, for really there was none. Aunt Ada said:"But I have plenty of cheques”.  

Any letters which my aunt had to do with money she put straight into the waste paper basket, and 

most people thought she had taken the slow Chekhovian train to financial disaster. I felt the carpet 

had been whipped unexpectedly from under my feet when my aunt spoke of the ruthless way in 

which, for the sake of the family honour,  I should restore my own financial situation. 

We were agreed, she said that now all property had been put into the melting pot, other people 

were apt to marry where their heart lies. But this did not mean that you and I should surrender. Lord 



Cowdray, who had daughters, was a great Englishman, and in choosing a wife I should put family 

first. 

I protested that the girl to whom I proposed marriage on that basis would think she had been 

chosen for her money and not forgive the humiliation. 

A glazed look came into Aunt Ada’s shielded eyes when she said: "No one in a good regiment would 

think like that." I felt that always to have kept such perfect hardness of mind must have made my 

aunt a trifle lonely. Anticipating that my spouse might not remain faithful to me, the old girl 

continued:"And make sure she is not too pretty”. 

"What then," I said “Do you think we will do immediately after our marriage? During our 

honeymoon in Paris, we shall have certain things to sort out." 

Aunt Ada replied that our ancestors whose marriages had been arranged, had plenty of shocks and 

yet "loved" one another.”Do it" my aunt insisted. "And make sure she is a woman you can be proud 

to appear with in public, and she calls you Sudeley.” 

************** 

Like many intellectual women my cousin at Oxford took life too seriously; she was sadly wanting in 

humour or spirit. She and her white boy friend made a wan pair, when they engaged in serious 

intellectual conversation without copulating afterwards. 

After their wedding loud screams came from the bridal chamber. Aunt Ada went up to see what was 

the matter. Her grand—daughter said: "I can't do it, I can't do it". My aunt, whose intelligence was of 

a more concrete order said:"Of course you can if you put your mind to it.” 

When she had done it, my cousin fell more deeply in love with the man than ever before and was 

much hurt by his infidelities. On counting the hairs left by other girls on her pillow she said to her 

husband, it was bad enough he should seduce other women, but it was the last straw 

the seductions should take place in her own bed. To a man it does not matter where he has his 

gymnastics; but to a woman it may be otherwise.  Not every man understands why her bed should 

be so sacred to a woman. 



Left Wing Intellectual 

On going to the House of Lords it is wise always to keep your ears pricked for those choice snatches 

of conversation in which peers confess to the reasons for their politics in the Chamber. Once, 

beneath the tapestries of the bar, I noticed Fenner Brockway hand some nuts to a negro and say, 

that he had set out to turn up the entire body politic after quarrelling with a rich uncle at the age of 

18. The other party to the row is long since dead. Yet still, in his ninety-second year, Fenner has kept 

up the profession of being at odds with society. 

So many others have espoused the left on account of an early quarrel within their own family. But it 

is not often realized that Benny, who was my contemporary up at Oxford, began like that, much 

though he may be known to the public in other ways. All the left wing Intelligentsia read the high 

powered weekly in which Benny advertises the innocence of sexual vice, so as to get his own crack in 

against the established order. The writers of gossip for right wing papers have never accused him of 

being in the pay of the Russians; they suggest merely that he is under sinister influence from abroad; 

and make fun of him as the man who likes to exercise peculiar tastes by stubbing out his cigarette 

ends on young girls' legs at parties. 

*********** 

The real, the deep countryside filled Benny, like other intellectuals of the left, with black fits of 

depression - and around where his father lived, the expensive imitation of the country did not please  

him any better. Benny's father had cleared a few hundred thousand by insuring the lives of company 

directors who manage take-over bids and bought a place near Bagshot in a neighbourhood of 

immaculate gravel and white fencing. Erected about the turn of the 19th century, the house was a 

picturesque building with Norwegian overtones. In summer, the flowerbeds, arranged without 

regard for symmetry, were ablaze with colour. In winter the place assumed the aspect of Lutyens at 

his cosiest. You gazed through latticed windows panes at the snow on the fir trees outside. 

In striving to succeed and get this house near Bagshot, so redolent of Gemutlichkeit, the father had 

done some kissing. On his way up he had been very nice to people. Not everybody realized this was 

because he would need them if he had to come down. And now that success had come to him, how 

much he relished walking down the corridors of desks at his office, knowing how the clerks who 

worked under him depended on his salaries to pay their mortgages. Beneath a coating of bon- 

hommie the father was a hard a man, and a simple and unsophisticated one too, given in his small 

talk to making flat observations, for instance how wet it was. He did not think his son should waste 

time at a university; and ordered him to become a man right away by training to be an accountant. 

Benny refused. The boy resolved instead never to see his father again, and overturn the whole 

applecart of society. 

I remember so well the played out ramshackle appearance of the boy on his arrival at 0xford. A dirty 

bedraggled overcoat, never fastened up, and reaching nearly to his ankles clothed the body of the 

sickly, bespectacled scarecrow. Elongated limbs, set at odd angles and fitting badly together moved 

without rhythm and also without any sense of energy or purpose in order to convey an arrogant idée 

fixe that nearly everything was not worth doing. Enfeebled by a pose of sloth and melancholia, 

Benny retired to his bed, where he read Russian novels and drank vodka. 



Dostoyevsky especially pleased him. Everybody’s point of view in life, according to Benny, should be 

divorced from his social position and great was his admiration for the characters in Dostoyevsky, 

who lay their souls naked in a moment so as to have profound conversations with other persons of 

no matter what social degree. On another account Benny was attracted by that brilliant but 

degraded novelist. The essence of managing a business and indeed all practical situations in life, is an 

exact appreciation of the value of time. But in reading the fiction of Dostoyevsky you have no more 

sense of the time of day than where the action is geographically situated. Benny mused how 

instructive it would be to join a Russian household as, no doubt, everyone was careless of what time 

they got up or had their meals. Once you introduced method into your day, he was sure, you miss all 

the obscure deep things which really matter. The man who lives regularly is like an author who 

constructs a book with scissors and paste - so preoccupied with arranging everything in some 

arbitrary and boring kind of order, that he must overlook the insignificance of his clear cut activity. 

Benny became immersed too in the artistic climate of France during the 19th century. Society, Benny 

maintained, had been wrong to supply us with rules which by holding us to account for our own 

action interfered with our freedom; and that was a point well appreciated by the French writers and 

artists of the 19th century, who had opted out and taken up a Bohemian way of life in which nobody 

had any morals. Out of Benny's special feeling for Baudelaire as the mauvais garcon who kept a black 

mistress for entirely physical reasons, arose a friendship with Enid Starkie. He was often in the 

company of that quaint and charming character, dressed up like a French sailor and declaring in her 

Irish way that she would not talk until everybody had taken a good swig at the bottle. 

At the beginning of his second term, Benny was set an exam in the foreign languages he had chosen 

to read. But rather than sit for this exam in Hall, Benny slid away to the College rears to read his 

Spanish anarchist newspapers. The more arid go ahead dons put their heads together over some 

cheap sherry and confiscated the gown which Benny had worn as an Exhibitioner. But they could not 

get rid of him.  

The more reactionary members of the Senior Common Room, who had read Warden Smith's tract 

on Idleness as Part of Education, looked on Benny as the colourful eccentric they preferred to stay. 

For the sake of editing his first left wing periodical, Benny continued to neglect the official 

curriculum - and no authority interfered. 

Benny's room, which he employed for his office, had bare boards, a desk and not much else apart 

from a huge aluminium ashtray and a powerful reading lamp. The stalk of this lamp made up of large 

wire springs, could be bent to any angle, so that the concentrated beams from its head might be 

fixed on the most illuminating passages of red propaganda. As he worked, alone and far into the 

night, in these economical surroundings, Benny pulled away at the Gaulloise cigarettes of strong and 

acrid tobacco, which are ever to be associated with students on the wrong bank of the Seine.  

Here are the choice items which I recall from this magazine: 

- A serial on which members of the Royal Family see blue films. Nobody could discover where 

the information came from.  

- The reprint of an article by a Labour HP on masturbation in Japan. The author just returned 

from a Parliamentary visit to that country, declared:"Until you know the child, you cannot 

know the man.” Japanese children are carried on the backs of their mothers and rub against 



their mothers shoulders. Japanese men therefore seldom make love properly, preferring its 

egregious alternative of masturbation. 

Nothing was said about the instruments which Japanese women use on themselves for the purpose 

pursued by their menfolk and then hang up in the kitchen. I think this is because those instruments 

are inherited. 

 - An article which sought to turn into a myth the derivation of Freudian psychology from the Jewish 

mystical Code of the Kabala.  The author quoted chapter and verse on Freud's theme that art 

collectors like buying pictures because they enjoy a possessive attitude to their own faeces. 

- A story which showed that however much the right may be prompted to denigrate the Jews, the 

Jews are good at laughing at themselves. The story concerned a rabbi whose real delight and skill as 

a surgeon lay in circumcision. One day a patient was wheeled into the operating theatre to have an 

operation on his brain. The Jew used his knife instead on the man's reproductive organ, saying 

afterwards that what the patient had really needed was a good circumcision. 

************* 

Someone sent in to Benny another story about the Jews – that rabbis like always to impress on their 

congregations: “ Whenever you are in the toilet it is an offence to remember God, think of the 

accounts”. On reading that contribution, Benny took up the role of censor. He said to himself that 

whatever may be the merits of free speech it cannot be used to criticise the Jews. For the next issue 

Benny abandoned this and some other silly stories and did a critique of capitalism. Advertising, he 

said, was the boil on the arse of capitalism and New York was anus mundi. 

Only one hope remained to Benny's poor father, that his son should marry. A bossy wife would 

knock some sense into Benny about capitalism and get him to welcome the injustice of having any 

money. By a happy accident a rich godfather died, and left Benny a legacy on the condition he did 

marry. Benny took himself off to Soho, in order to solicit a prostitute for that purpose. Walking down 

Wardour Street like a flaneur Benny mused "What fun it is, the sensation of falling” and slipped into 

a dive for a pint of bitter. The little room downstairs was noisy and overcrowded. Benny knocked his 

beer over a football Fan from Scotland who half an hour before had pushed over a clergyman in the 

Underground and left him a cinder on the line. The beer slopped over the Scot’s immaculately 

laundered white shirt leaving a large stain on it. The Scot knocked Benny clean out, drank five more 

whiskies and vomited on to the pavement. 

*********** 

The repressed Scot would never have become so violent if he had been preoccupied with laying a 

pretty woman; and for Benny himself, after that traumatic experience, sex remained a cerebral 

phenomenon to be exploited for political purposes. Lenin declared that if you cannot debase the 

nation's currency the way to get a revolution is to debase the nation’s morals. Fifteen years at later 

Benny's present weekly included a slashing attack on the poor technique in "Oh, Calcutta” which had 

done pornography so much harm. 

Shortly afterwards I saw Benny at a cafe in Paris, looking rather mournful. Such had been his 

admiration for the mauvais garcons of the 19th century, he had come to look on it as a mark against 



himself  that unlike so many of them, he had never died before his proper time. Benny opened the 

conversation, much as I might have expected – by observing the trouble with Mrs. Grundy and all 

the other whey faced women who took up the custody of our morals was that they hadn't had it for 

weeks! Knowing well enough that Benny was the man who had not enjoyed himself I decided to find 

out what information he might think up to bluff me into thinking he had. I asked him when he had 

last misbehaved himself. Benny lit up on that chance to tell me that whilst having his last affair, with 

a prostitute in Lisbon, he had been going with another woman at the same time. One day when he 

was due to have his evening with the prostitute, he had forgotten all about it, and went instead to a 

negress who spoke no language but her own. After the third day that Benny and the negress had 

slept together without communicating the prostitute found out, had a hand to hand fight with the 

negress, whacked away at the wool on the other woman’s head, and won. She then stripped in front 

of Benny to show her bruises and proposed marriage.  

"If the marriage had taken place”, Benny said “the paternity of the children would have been a 

matter of indifference to me.” 



Squire 

Our club in London was founded in memory of Rockingham or one of the 18th century politicians. 

The presence of women then would have dampened the raucous style of the founding members, 

who gambled and drank and in speaking of liberty did not know what that meant.  Now the lease has 

run out. The fine classical building which they knew had been surrendered to an advertising 

company behind which the ultimate source of control has never been disclosed. At the Victorian 

building in which we have since camped out the merchant bankers - our new aristocracy -have 

introduced a sepulchral flavour. As men who have no need to cut their cloth, they discuss the 

decisions of the boardroom in a hushed voice, and so give the club the air of a mausoleum. On 

playing bridge in such company, I was drawn towards the squire, so full of joie do vivre, who in his 

blunt lack of compromise over current issues possessed none of their caution. He was given always 

to saying those good things which can never be said too often, and set himself so flat against the 

values of our time through endowing with too much sanctity the consequences of good breeding. I 

asked the squire once whether, as a member of the committee which selected new members, he 

preferred any candidate who had distinguished ancestors. “Yes, he said, "I keep animals and if they 

get excited I take them off to get quiet. It's not for me to reproach anybody for his shortcomings.” 

************ 

For the squire it was a singular effort to entertain anybody he did not know well. It was some years 

after I had met him over the bridge table he asked me to stay in North Wales. 

Along the drive on a cold evening in late March, the rhododendrons extended their luxuriant blooms 

well beyond the verges to each side. Ahead the massive, ugly house had been built in late Georgian 

times for the head of the local colliery who had gone bankrupt , so that the squire's ancestors 

returning from India, got it for nothing. Since then the white granite has not aged. The corners to the 

great square pillars of the oversized porch had lost none of their original sharpness; and over those 

parts of the stonework which the sun never touched the moss was more shrill yellow than mellow 

blue or green. 

I passed from the entrance cluttered with fishing tackle, into an unheated marble hall, and noticed 

that one of the tiger skins was soaked in urine. A dog not trained to distinguish between the outside 

air and the damp cold within had lifted his leg on it. I was ushered into the library which resembled 

the rooms of our club in London; the heavy black furniture and mezzotints lent it a depressing 

flavour. The light from without scarcely penetrated through the plate glass windows: it was obscured 

by the trees my host loved too well. 

On coming in to welcome me the squire reminded of a cartoon by Osbert Lancaster. His suit was of 

much weight and thickness. Hair projected from it an inch or two, and the pattern was bold enough 

to keep all negroes in their place. He had the flushed and rubicund complexion of the high lived 

Georgians, as if he had just swallowed a bottle of port. The look in his eye was fixed, none too 

sanely, in the perpetual rage of the Old Testament. Yet I had no fear of him. Beneath his rough 

exterior he was a kind man. I loved and trusted him... Over sherry the squire said he had approached 

his father on death duties, and got the rejoinder:"Every dog must have his day." The squire 

continued that in consequence he had been forced to sell some land and  there was not enough left. 



I went up to change. It was so cold upstairs the only way I could reach the bathroom in my dressing 

gown was by running for it. In the bathroom a new tub with brass taps had been installed but no 

money had been found to connect this new equipment to the water supply. Yet I knew the squire's 

poverty was exaggerated. Some cement works had been established in the local town, of which the 

squire still owned a good part. 

************* 

On coming down to dinner l saw that the articles of the squire’s evening dress did not fit, and had 

about them a good green look. The coat had belonged to his father, the waistcoat had been 

inherited from his grandfather's second cousin. The trousers were off a dead man. 

During the year that the squire had been sheriff, his niece had helped him to entertain. Otherwise I 

had assumed no woman had come into the house. At our club in London the squire used sometimes 

to mutter to himself over and over again with the monotony of a needle which had got caught in an 

old record:"Awful people, women, they bore me stiff." So it surprised me a women should join us for 

dinner, dressed in a loud printed frock of white and lemon, her expression at once fresh and 

anaemic as a sweet pea. Born a colonial from South Africa, she remained the way she had been 

brought up, very ordinary, possessing as it were an affinity to water. The squire's old friend and 

neighbour, her husband, was away. 

After we had sat down for dinner the squire told us why we were not starting with smoked salmon. 

In the other big house nearby there lived a playboy in dark glasses with cigar and long hair, who liked 

always to leave open his briefcase stuffed with pound notes. This young fellow had decorated all the 

principal  rooms of his new house as if they were each a morning room - but in a special cubicle set 

aside and hung with cheetah skin, would be chastised by the local prostitutes  with leather whips. 

One day at his doctor's the squire had run into the playboy, lampooned in Private Eye as 

Leatherwhips. Ever since then, Leatherwhips had sent off to the squire presents of the best smoked 

salmon. But every time the smoked salmon arrived it was sent back again. The squire insisted how 

his father would never have met anyone through his doctor.  

No one, I thought, could assume the squire had acquired in Leatherwhips a now boy friend, as we 

went on to discuss whether the right in politics meant a free economy, under which Leatherwhips 

had made his pile. I put in how on the question of a free economy the right in England was divided-

but there were other issues which command all reactionary support: for instance, we ought to shout 

loudly at home, HANG A THIEF, and in every way be hard overseas.  Our grandfathers knew that we 

the English, are a great people, and our kinsfolk in South Africa should not be hoodwinked into 

softness and handing their privileges over to the negro... The lady from South Africa interrupted, 

though not because the polemics in which I had started to indulge gave a stilted note to the 

conversation. In a flat, dull matter-of-fact way, deadpan and humourless, without a hint of emotion 

in her eye, she said how proper it was in South Africa that you should not be allowed to travel with 

your children in the same railway carriages as the black people. Negro children, she said, carry 

frightful diseases. 

The squire was delighted with this piece of impersonal information. "That’s what I like to hear" he 

said. 



The age in which we live is too rational. We do well to pause and remember, the squires are the 

backbone of England.  



Young Accountant 

Amongst the many sharks into whose hands our aristocracy has fallen was the celebrated Ernest 

Terah Hooley, who presented a set of gold Communion Plate to St. Paul’s Cathedral on the occasion 

of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. This loud-mouthed City spiv, whom cartoonists depicted in the 

witness box a wearing a paper suit patterned with balance sheets promoted many companies, 

especially Schweppes, Bovril and Dunlop Tyre; yet revealed in his Confessions how despised and 

kept no books. Men of the world will always understand why he didn't, because they know how at 

its core business is a more game of bluff. 

However, the law requires that records have to be kept of what has happened behind the locked 

doors of a boardroom, and no pedestrian clerk can reach the Elysian fields of board meetings, bad 

livers and good food until he has learnt how to keep the books. 

To become another Hooley I had to forget the years I had spent at Oxford where the classics were 

the best education any gentleman could have. Purves, with whom I did the audit down at Sidcup, 

would show me how to take my coat off. He might have reached professional standards in playing 

light popular music.  But such a career had an element of risk which his family would not allow him 

to take; and the Puritan in Purves now hardened him in his resolve to become a chartered 

accountant.  As certain Red Indians perform the religious exercise of tying their limbs to trees, so 

that the flesh is gradually wrenched from them, so, in a form less marked and uncivilized, Purves set 

out to punish himself. 

Purves tucked away all the finer chords of his personality, disciplined himself into becoming quite 

normal because he reckoned: "If I want to be at good accountant I must adopt its hard and narrow 

ways." 

*************** 

"Still, reading ‘PROWST’, said Purves, as if to accuse me. Certainly the characters described by Proust 

were not the sort Purves was used to.  

The ginger-headed figure who joined me was somewhat freckled, and wore the sickly appearance of 

life in an office and not enough exercise. During our hard day of work at the accounts Purves had 

worn a charcoal suit and black spectacles with rectangular frames, to cultivate the image of a 

managerial executive. Now, at the bar of our hotel, he had dressed ‘down’ for dinner, and wore a sky 

blue Jersey and suede shoes of pale brown.  We talked of his girlfriend Mavis and Purves lifted his 

eyebrows to punctuate the conversation. 

I surmised the girl would never acknowledge to herself she had reached puberty. Rather the time 

had come when Mavis became interested in her a clothes, and it was then Purves took her out. 

Purves said now he had decided on Mavis because she did not spend much on her hair. Other British 

women might spend several pounds a week on having their hair set, but it was an expense he 

wouldn’t tolerate.  Because they were now engaged, I asked about the ring. I said that when he was 

in the Blues, my grandfather broke off his  engagements as frequently as he formed them.  When an 

engagement is broken off,  the girl often tries to keep her ring, and someone asked my grandfather 

how he could pay for so many jewels. He answered that the ring was always hired. But Purves took 



his romance more seriously. If her friends discovered her ring was hired, Mavis would suffer 

humiliating loss of face. 

************** 

By five o’clock on Friday we had wound up the accounts. Before returning to drink coffee and turn 

over a pair of scissors at my bed-sitting room in Onslow Gardens I was invited to have a drink with 

Purves’s parents somewhere on the south fringe of London. As we approached Purves's home, it was 

already dark. So I had little idea of where we were, except that we had abandoned the wastes of 

drab concrete, lit by tall slender street lamps, their necks poised like serpents, giving out a blue light 

so hard and unvarying it conferred on all human appearance its individual kiss of death. The wheels 

of our motor cut through thick wet gravel. The yellow light from the old fashioned lead street lamps 

shone feebly over the puddles in the road; but the foliage from the dark and overwhelming trees 

was not illuminated. We were in an English village,  lush, cosy, but artificially constructed round an 

autochthonous  mediaeval church.  As our motor slid past the graves, we heard, in the near distance, 

the shrill whine of a sawmill; nobody who had come to live in this village  liked trees. We arrived. 

Outside the parents’ white wooden bungalow, expensive, but specially designed to fetch the highest 

resale price, Purves drew attention to his father's sleek Jaguar saying it was a hairy number. I didn't 

mention how the other day I had seen a guest lift his leg on one at a grand house-party. 

Purves introduced me to  his parents, and went over to the telephone. Knowing how sensitive the 

attention of strangers is during the first few minutes of conversation, I had to think hard over what 

might be the most suitable remark to make to them. A gentleman is brought up never to mention 

money, so, willing though they would have been to answer, I could not inquire over the cost of their 

oil fired central heating. But a gentleman is also brought up to please. I looked up at the bar, 

constructed out of pinewood on to which had been fitted square panes of urine-tinted glass. I 

thought I must make a remark on the feature of the house which was most to their taste, though 

least to my own. I began:"Bars, I believe, came into private houses during the 1930s...” 

The rejoinder was silence. According to them, I had not pleased at all. Rather, I had indulged in a 

malicious personal overtone. I reflected: "These people have no taste for the intellectual generality; 

narrative, that’s what they like." 

We got material for it now. Purves had been speaking on the telephone to his sister, also engaged, 

about something personal to her fiancé. Purves put down the receiver. His sister's fiancé, who had 

been lurking in the background, came up to slosh him one... 



Young Dandy 

At four o'clock of an afternoon in early December the light had faded somewhat, in a moment it 

would be religious. In his high, hot rooms at Oxford the air was stifling. For five hours his guests had 

played cards, beneath a portrait of Cupid being stung by bees. 

In a low tone – for it was a sin ever to raise your voice – he asked if I would mind opening a window. 

Marmaduke Paycocke would have done well on the stage for a mere handful of esoteric roles 

especially the Dauphin. Possessed of a tall thin frame, like a greyhound in an overcoat, and a very 

pallid complexion, Marmaduke could never have spring from anything mundane, like transport. Here 

was the genuine orchid, product of an ancestry reaching much too far  back in time. He was 

descended from the Nibelungen family. A few centuries after the Dark Ages, the deeds of 

Marmaduke’ s forbear Walter Paycocke were described by Froissart in his chronicle of the Hundred 

Years' War. There is no doubt that what Froissart reported Walter Paycocke as saying about jousting 

was what he realIy did say - and so through Walter's lips we have a glimpse of real mediaeval 

conversation. Froissart adds that Walter had too much wine before the Battle of Poitiers and it was 

for this reason that he was captured. His ransom was so expensive the Paycockes have been quite 

poor ever since. 

*************** 

Several hours later, when daylight had long faded Marmaduke's guests drained their sherry. The 

surface on which the put their glasses was not the woodwork of Swedish design, which the Bursar 

had assigned to most undergraduates; but a Roman sarcophagus which Marmaduke had found 

where the ancients buried their dead along the Appian Way.  

Seated at the dinner table, Marmaduke and his guests started on oversized melons with rough skins. 

Then they drank soup like blood out of skulls. The conversation flowed as liquid down certain almost 

predictable grooves, from which it could hardly deviate, since there was not a word out of place. The 

talked of Wittgenstein’ s room at Cambridge: how it consisted of bare boards, two deck chairs, a safe 

for his manuscripts and a huge ashtray.  They spoke of somebody (I have forgotten who) sold his 

Modigliani nudes in order to buy two mountains. Over the port wine, older than themselves, they 

said what a shame and pity it was everybody had forgotten the confidence which had been 

bestowed by the electorate on Baldwin with his pipe and old tweeds, and on Harold Macmillan who 

shot grouse in Yorkshire. A real gentleman, like Lord Home or the Duke of Atholl, should be Prime 

Minister. 

But now the dream world of the populace existed in the lotus lights of a flash hotel. Ted Heath, who 

conveyed the more modern image of a Prime Minister, was best suited to running a big hotel.  

Not until dawn did the guests retire, and their host lie down on a bed which in contrast to everything 

else in his room was austere; it was narrow and had no headpiece. 

************* 

Marmaduke's tutor thought well of his pupil's abilities, and arranged  he should be invited to take 

the examination for All Souls. Once a Fellow of All Souls, Marmaduke could do the thesis about the 



influence of Poe on Baudelaire which would suit him so well.  Poe had an American's love of Oxford; 

and Baudelaire, over whom Poe exercised such ascendancy, is a bad influence on simple minds. But 

Marmaduke knew he lacked the stamina needed to write such a thesis. On receiving the letter which 

asked him to sit the examination for All Souls, Marmaduke lost it, and resigned himself to spinning 

off little bits of trivia with the facility of a wheel which had lost its governor. 

Marmaduke's trivia were so disconnected and meaningless I am shy of quoting any of the drivel. At 

first I thought I had better not; because really it indicates nothing at all. But then I just thought I’d 

better, because some of Marmaduke's pensees show how tired he was. Marmaduke wrote: 

"Most deep remarks are empty of meaning: even though this judgement of them is an example of 

what it says." 

************* 

"The Duke said: “I don't know anything about silver, because I have never had to buy any.' 

************* 

"If you want to seduce a goat, you have only to stroke its beard.” 

************* 

"Qu’est que c'est cette orchidee,quelque espece de legume?" 

************* 

"The measure of decadence is the smallness of the amount it has to express. So minute is the 

content decadence must concentrate on form if it is to achieve form at all; and bright sunlight gives 

it shadow. Having over-reached its own resources, it needs another and a stronger force to make it 

speak. 

Thus while the pillars of the Temple at Corinth are simple and rude, and on a dull day impart to us all 

their strength, Rococco, Chinoiserie and Rocaille need strong shadows to bring their repulsive and 

obscene excess to light." 

************ 

The ages roll on: I wish they would stop. 

************ 

After Marmaduke had written these pensees and come down from Oxford, his friends hoped he 

would retire. Then he would have the leisure to write some really good letters. But we were 

disappointed. 

Marmaduke did not lack character. The reverse was true, he had too much. But Marmaduke lacked 

resolution. So we never expected Marmaduke would ever see the distant countries of the old world 

he had a yen to visit, and he sprung a small surprise on us when he came actually to order his 

ticket... 



 After setting out to sea, his first experience of terra firma was Leningrad. Mists opalescent as a pearl 

rose from the wide Neva, and the city, being devoid of traffic, was silent like a tomb. 

Marmaduke was the only occupant of the vast dining room at  his hotel . At the other end of the 

dining room a brass band played sad music too loudly, thereby accentuating  rather nicely 

Marmaduke’s sense of aloneness. If you are alone, Marmaduke said to himself, you are not lonely, 

but to be alone or lonely alike reminds you about the emptiness of life. Marmaduke wrote a poem 

on the subject on the back of his menu...Thereafter he visited Bokhara and Samarkand... In China he 

had mice cooked in hot sugar, only they were filleted. No Englishman could have them otherwise... 

Shopping for food in Singapore, he ordered a snake. But it was alive. The shopkeeper snicked a hole 

in its throat and the snake jumped out. But Marmaduke's hosts in Singapore were English. He 

amused their children with jigsaw puzzles of Windsor Castle and Henry VIII and his wives which filled 

him with nostalgia for England, and he longed to return to Europe. There are as many boats  at 

Singapore as there are trains at Clapham Junction, and Marmaduke took the next boat to Italy. 

To anyone of Marmaduke's temperament Italy is an Alma Mater. 

The richness of so much of her art is derived from her moral poverty. Lovingly, Marmaduke 

contemplated the lavish ornament on many a Baroque church to recover from Episcopalian 

standards of virtue. In the museums, he saw many paintings of the Madonna whom the Renaissance 

had turned a into wet nurse. There were, too, all the temples where the floors were so highly 

polished Heliogabalus could see the feather sticking out of his arse. Marmaduke concluded his Italian 

sojourn at the Campo Santo in Genoa. Here each family had to itself a rectangular compartment of 

some forty shelves, arranged in rows one upon the other, like the bunks in a ship.  But the taste in 

sculpture, as at Lourdes, was not good, and Marmaduke sucked away at a choc ice. To him it was a 

frivolous place.  

*************** 

Marmaduke returned to London. Because the invitation had come, not from a Lithuanian he did now 

know, but from a cousin whom he did,  Marmaduke went to a dance of Young debutantes in 

Belgravia. The Saxon men there liked billiards and talked in loud voices. None of them had any 

difficulty in getting the invitations they wanted. For the Saxon girls it was otherwise; Marmaduke's 

cousin cut all her own relations who gave only cocktail parties, and invited all the Lithuanians who 

gave dances. Marmaduke was forced to admit, however, the Lithuanian girls had the most character: 

little wooden duchesses with very high heels, they walked in a staccato way; the Spanish gravity they 

assumed to fit their station did not suit their tender years. 

By comparison the Saxon girls were flat. On making such reflections, Marmaduke said to himself we 

have lost the world, and it is very sad, but then, to bring himself a little cheer, Marmaduke 

bethought of other statements about the Saxon girls, just as unfortunate - but at least they might 

amuse: that all the Saxons girls were buttered scones, or reminded of rainwater, it would be too 

blunt to say from the butts. 

All the girls took much interest in Marmaduke's travels. "How were Bokhara and Samarkand?" the 

girls asked in unison. Marmaduke said he had no idea, he had been drunk at the time. The Saxon girls  

took this statement at its face value, and were very shocked. The Lithuanians said sharply they had 



heard this remark before, and it was quite amusing when it had first been made. Marmaduke was 

put out by the Lithuanians, and pained the Saxon girls did not receive his remark as he had intended. 

Marmaduke thereupon disregarded the Lithuanians, because they were a match for him, and 

summoned all his powers of conversation for the Saxon girls. But his elliptical jokes and quintuple 

meanings washed straight over their heads; they concluded he was making fun of them, and became 

rather truculent. 

During the dance Marmaduke showed his skill at the twist, which did not involve contact with other 

people. Amongst the Saxon girls there were at least a few who did some of the talking. Marmaduke 

watched how their eyes grew very large, and the colour in them deepened as they regarded him 

with a mocking irony. 

************* 

The following Sunday I lunched at a respectable restaurant near Westminster Abbey. There was 

none of the life of so many restaurants on a weekday; below the real ceiling, no other ceiling of blue 

smoke; none of the warm thick sound of many contented voices. 

In the sparse, prim air, drained of richness, all were subdued by their clothes, newly laundered or 

worn for the first time after they had been pressed by the tailor. There was one old lady who 

disclosed a Puritan upbringing through her starved appreciation of colour. Owing to its depth or 

iridescence, colour is glorious. But in her desire for something bright,  like an ascetic Florentine this 

old girl had chosen what was garish. Her hat was shocking pink. Religion was a personal matter to 

her, and she asked a purple vested bishop whether the second person singular was too informal a 

way in which to address the deity. 

At the end of the meal, the coffee was weak and transparent. I was glad enough to step outside the 

restaurant. I walked to the National Gallery and there saw Marmaduke. He wore a tie sporting a 

large question mark. The world is so full of dull purpose - and Marmaduke like to flaunt what he had 

failed to assume about the meaning of his own existence.  

I wondered how to engage him in conversation. Though I knew it was incumbent on me, I could 

think of nothing amusing to say, and so had to move out conversation down to a serious level, about 

painting. 

“The essence of painting" I said, "is light. Bellini was its greatest master, able to slip his entire 

composition into its mellow envelope." 

According to Marmaduke, this remark was perfectly correct, yet somehow it was not enough.  He 

could not give me any alpha for it, and had no wish to continue the conversation. 

“But" I said, just in time, "the dress of the present day Venetians bears a striking resemblance to 

Tiepolo, especially  in the choice of yellow.”  

I knew this was a really  good remark. So did he. Marmaduke spun our conversation out, putting in 

the odd cliché to give the appearance what I said did not make any difference, and pressed me to 

make a tour of the Gallery. Though the National Gallery is a public place and there is no entry 

charge, the invitation was extended to me as a great personal honour and I accepted it on that basis. 



With tongue in cheek, Mamaduke disguised his genuine aesthetic faculty and discoursed on painting 

as something which must be judged exclusively in terms of its associations. First, he showed me a 

tiny Netherlandish painting, very exquisite of saints’ entrails; next a Guido Reni, whom he 

consciously admired for the wrong reasons. Then I was shown a picture by one of the Mannerists, in 

which some figures poured blood on to a calf's head. The blue Euganian Hills  of the Venetians were 

unhappily mixed with the metallic curls and coppery flesh tints of Leonardo. I remarked on the 

deficiency. Marmaduke was an apostle of the Mannerists, and replied that theirs was perforce an 

eclectic movement, tired owing to the greatness it could not equal which had gone before it.  

I suspected this was why he admired the painting: nevertheless I pressed him why he did so.  

“Ah,”  he said “ you notice how the figures must stand in a row, upon a straight line. They have 

nothing else in common. During the great ceremony not one of the figures notices what any of the 

others is doing. The Mannerists you see were so introvert.” 

At this point I propose to break off my description of Marmaduke; to continue would provoke in the 

gentle reader a sense of fatigue, so devoid was he of a certain a quality of inner feeling.  His travel 

had been but one phase of his existence; I wondered what the next might be. I suspect religion. A 

reading of Beckford and his lovely descriptions of singing in a Portuguese monastery should make 

him very pious.  


